low-cost Indoor Winter Fun
It may be raining, windy, or just cold outside, but you can still have some fun inside where it’s nice and warm.
Here are a few low-cost and entertaining activities that won’t leave you with an empty wallet.
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Fashion show

Raid the closets, use old
Halloween costumes, crazy
hats, masks, and makeup to
create a fun runway show.
Dress up as your favorite
character or create a new
one. Get your parents
involved by making it a “guess
who?” game. See if they can
figure out who you are!

Make marshmallow
sculptures/characters
You’ll need marshmallows (the
more sizes, the better!) and
uncooked spaghetti to hold
the marshmallows together.
Toothpicks or barbecue skewers
will work too, but make sure
you have help from an adult.
All that’s left is using your
imagination to create a
sculpture or character.
You can even add eyes or
designs to your creation
with an edible marker!

Obstacle course

The floor
is lava!

Scatter pillows,
couch
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Build a
cardboard
masterpiece

You’ll need a big box
or two for this one.
Decide what you want to build
(it could be a car, a castle, or
even a rocket!) and then ask an
adult to help cut windows and
doors in the cardboard and use
duct tape to secure the box
flaps. Bottle caps, toilet paper
rolls, and markers are great
tools for creating a dashboard
or control panel for a rocket.

You’ll probably need a large open area or separate rooms to do this one. Create a
variety of motions to make it enjoyable (things like balancing, jumping, and rolling).
Then create the course. Set a timer to see who gets through the course fastest.
Here are a few ideas:
Zig zag around plastic cups

Jump through hula hoops

Crawl under a table

Crab walk under string or rope

Jump over pillows and cushions

Roll across the floor

Balance on a line of tape

Which way does your cash flow?
Cash flow refers to how much money you have. Here’s how to figure out yours:

Count your money
coming in (also
known as income)

Count your money
going out (also
known as expenses)

Allowance and birthday or holiday
money are examples of money
coming in. It might also be cash
you earned from mowing lawns,
walking dogs, or doing other jobs.

Add up the cash you spend on toys,
candy—anything you buy yourself.

Write down money coming in
this month:

___________________________

Write down money going out
this month:

Compare the numbers
Is the number you wrote on line two
bigger than line one? If so, you have
negative cash flow. You’ll need to
make more or spend less money!
If line two is smaller than line one,
your cash flow is positive. That
means you have extra money to
save at the end of the month.
WAY TO GO!

__________________________
(Hint: If you’re not sure,
ask your parents)

Hot Chocolate Breathing
This is a great calming exercise to try when
you’re feeling upset about something.
STEP 1 : Pretend you’re holding a mug full
of hot chocolate with the mug in front of
you between both hands.
STEP 2 : Bring the mug up to your face and
take in a slow breath. Imagine you’re smelling
the sweet, yummy aroma of hot chocolate.
Annual meeting: RCU’s annual
meeting will be held on Thursday,
April 28, 2022. Look for more
information on our website.

STEP 3 : Now, slowly breathe
out. Pretend to blow the
steaming hot chocolate to
cool it down.
STEP 4 : Breathe in again as
you smell the hot chocolate.
STEP 5 : Breathe out as you
cool it down again.

Repeat steps until you feel calm and relaxed. This technique was created by
Jennifer Miller, who RCU partnered with to create wellness videos for students
of all ages. Watch the videos at redwoodcu.org/student-wellness-resources
for more tips on feeling calm.

RCU Calendar
Redwood Credit Union will be closed
on the following days:

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day –
January 17
Presidents Day –February 21

